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This review describes the effect of unilateral peripheral vestibular deficit (UPVD) on balance
control for stance and gait tests. Because a UPVD is normally defined based on vestibular
ocular reflex (VOR) tests, we compared recovery observed in balance control with patterns
of recovery in VOR function. Two general types of UPVD are considered; acute vestibular
neuritis (AVN) and vestibular neurectomy. The latter was subdivided into vestibular loss
after cerebellar pontine angle tumor surgery during which a vestibular neurectomy was
performed, and vestibular loss following neurectomy to eliminate disabling Ménière’s dis-
ease.To measure balance control, body-worn gyroscopes, mounted near the body’s center
of mass (CoM), were used. Measurement variables were the pitch (anterior–posterior) and
roll (lateral) sway angles and angular velocities of the lower trunk/pelvis. Both patient groups
showed balance deficits during stance tasks on foam, especially with eyes closed when
stable balance control is normally highly dependent on vestibular inputs. Deficits during
gait were also present and were more profound for complex gait tasks such as tandem
gait than simple gait tasks. Major differences emerged between the groups concerning the
severity of the deficit and its recovery. Generally, the effects of acute neuritis on balance
control were more severe but recovered rapidly. Deficits due to vestibular neurectomy
were less severe, but longer lasting.These results mostly paralleled recovery of deficits in
VOR function. However, questions need to be raised about the effect on balance control of
the two modes of neural plasticity occurring in the vestibular system following vestibular
loss due to neuritis: one mode being the limited central compensation for the loss, and the
second mode being some restoration of peripheral vestibular function. Future work will
need to correlate deficits in balance control during stance and gait more exactly with VOR
deficits and carefully consider the differences between insufficient central compensation
compared to inadequate peripheral restoration of function.
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HOW TO DEFINE A UNILATERAL PERIPHERAL VESTIBULAR
DEFICIT?
It is necessary to consider this question before embarking on a
description of the types of unilateral peripheral vestibular deficit
(UPVDs) and the ensuing effects on balance control. Vestibular
ocular reflex (VOR) measurements are typically used to provide
information on the extent of this deficit. Thus the VOR techniques
used influence the definition of the UPVD. Essentially we are ask-
ing the question: what is or what should be the “gold standard”
for defining a UPVD? Both the deficit type (whether a vestibular
neurectomy is involved or vestibular neuritis) and deficit recovery
(or lack thereof) alter the VOR in a different way when measured
in the yaw and pitch planes (Allum et al., 1988a,b; Aw et al., 1999).
Thus it is clear that the VOR deficit must be accurately defined. A
problem arises, however, because these VOR changes even in one
plane appear to yield different results when measured with low
accelerations (maximally 80˚/s2, 240˚/s) applied using whole body
rotations (Allum et al., 1988a; Allum and Ledin, 1999) compared
to measurements with high impulsive accelerations (ca. 2000˚/s2,

200˚/s) applied with rapid head turns (Cremer et al., 1998; Mac-
Dougall et al., 2009; Manzari et al., 2011). Despite these differences
the VOR responses measured with either of these two techniques
could be used to provide information on the extent of an UPVD
and its possible recovery (Allum et al., 1988a,b; Allum and Ledin,
1999; Palla and Straumann, 2004) provided stimulus velocities
mimicked head velocities during balance tests. The fundamental
question thus is whether either of these two VOR test techniques
adequately represent VOR responses for head velocities occurring
during stance and gait balance tasks. Tests with low head acceler-
ation and velocities around 40˚/s2 and 120˚/s, respectively, mimic
those of gait tasks such as rising from a chair for which head
pitch velocities rarely exceed 50˚/s over the 1-s get-up phase. How-
ever, the head velocities measured during walking while looking
from side to side are more rapid than those elicited by whole body
rotation, but slower than those imposed by head impulse test tech-
niques (see Figure 1). Neither of these techniques uses tests with
stimuli representing the slow head velocities of 210˚/s observed
during stance tests (Honegger et al., 2012).
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison of head velocities during a gait test with those

from a head impulse test (HIT) and a typical rotating chair velocity

profile. The upper trace shows the lower trunk roll movements during
walking while rotating the head left and right in pace with gait. The lower
trace shows the head velocity in comparison to two HIT records and one
rotating chair record. Although the amplitude of head velocity is comparable
in the HIT test, the accelerations are clearly faster for the HITs, slower for
the rotating chair.

Thus there are limitations and, not surprisingly, differences of
opinions (see Curthoys, 2000) concerning how accurately VOR
techniques measure the extent of a UPVD. Clearly, VOR measure-
ments can not provide all the information needed to characterize
the vestibular component of the balance disability experienced by
UPVD patients during stance and gait, rather a conglomerate of
VOR tests helps provide an estimate of the peripheral vestibular
deficit. The caloric test only provides information on the absence
or restoration of peripheral function. For example, in cases of AVN
when restoration is complete (Manzari et al., 2011), partial (Allum
and Ledin, 1999; Allum and Adkin, 2003), or absent (Allum et al.,
1988a). It is our opinion (see Figure 1), that neither low accel-
eration (80˚/s2), medium velocity (240˚/s), tests of the VOR with
whole body rotations, nor tests with high acceleration, medium
velocity, head impulses (Halmagyi et al., 2010) provide an accu-
rate estimate of vestibular function for head movements occurring
during natural movements of gait. These tests provide only rough
bounds for this estimate.

Head impulse tests are extremely useful diagnostically (Hal-
magyi and Curthoys, 1988) and provide important information on
the neurophysiological status of the VOR following UPVD. But, in
contrast to rotating chair responses (Allum et al., 1988a,b; Allum
and Ledin, 1999) there is little population information available
on the time course of VOR recovery following the most common
form of UPVD, that due to AVN. The population information that
is available (Palla and Straumann, 2004) suggests that changes in
the symmetry of VOR responses over time recorded with the head
impulse tests (HIT) are similar to those recorded with low accel-
eration rotating chair systems (Allum and Ledin, 1999). There is,
however, a problem with using HIT VOR results to track recov-
ery from an AVN in form of changes in response asymmetry.

Due to interocular differences using HIT, it is necessary to mea-
sure both eyes in order to track changes in asymmetries correctly
(Weber et al., 2008). Thus the failure to note a return to symme-
try following AVN in HIT VOR results for a single eye (Palla and
Straumann, 2004) could be due to the aforementioned interocular
asymmetries.

There is, however, another reason for caution when using VOR
results as the “gold standard” for estimating the vestibular spinal
status after onset of a UPVD. Balance control is a result of vestibu-
lar spinal responses interacting with those from proprioceptive
systems and a product of vestibular neural pathways quite sepa-
rate from those of the VOR. Therefore it would not be surprising
if measures of balance control relating to the size and time course
of recovery from the UPVD differ from those of the VOR. How-
ever, even if measured VOR responses using HIT or rotating chair
techniques do provide an estimate of vestibular function for head
movements during gait as shown in Figure 1, there is still the
problem of provided estimates for head movement of stance.
Head movements during stance are much smaller than during
gait and closer in amplitude to vestibular thresholds (Honegger
et al., 2012). Thus it can be expected that a UPVD might have
a more drastic effect on balance control during stance than gait
simply because, during stance, vestibular sensory thresholds will be
changed due to differences in resting discharges of both vestibu-
lar nuclei causing a spontaneous nystagmus of ca. 10˚/s (Allum
and Ledin, 1999). This level of nystagmus is greater than roll head
velocities of stance in healthy controls and equal to head velocities
in pitch (Honegger et al., 2012).

In summary when describing the effect of UPVD on balance
control in relation to VOR responses, the essential question unre-
solved is the VOR “gold standard” to be used to describe the level
of the UPVD itself. Our current thinking for stance tests is that
the level of spontaneous nystagmus is the best VOR correlate to
the stance instability of a UPVD patient (Allum and Adkin, 2003)
and VOR responses for low (<100˚/s2) accelerations the best (if
inadequate, see above) correlate for balance control during gait.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF UPVD
Here we shall consider two types of UPVD: (1) AVN; (2) surgi-
cal transection of the vestibular nerve due to either the removal
of a cerebellar pontine angle tumor (CPAT) or as a measure to
ease debilitating Ménière’s disease. Apart from differences in pre-
operative vestibular function, the effects of nerve transection may
be considered similar for the second type of UPVD.

ACUTE VESTIBULAR NEURITIS
The clinical picture of AVN which is often attributed to a viral
infection is typically one of nausea, spontaneous nystagmus beat-
ing to the healthy side and a falling tendency to the side of
the deficit (Halmagyi et al., 2010). A number of weeks after
the acute onset, balance problems are less profound, presum-
ably because the mechanisms underlying peripheral recovery and
central compensation for the deficit have taken place.

One of the signs of central compensation is the reduction of
spontaneous nystagmus which usually takes 3 weeks to subside
(Strupp et al., 1998) and which like longer processes underlying
recovery in symmetry in VOR responses (Allum and Ledin, 1999)
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is associated with central bilateral adjustments of the resting dis-
charges of vestibular nuclei (Ried et al., 1984;Vibert et al., 1999a,b).
Tests of VOR function yield similar results when there has been no
or the usual 30% peripheral recovery as seen in caloric tests (Allum
and Ledin, 1999; Allum and Adkin, 2003). The response for low
acceleration, whole body, rotations to the deficit side is decreased
to 50% of normal and to the healthy side 75%, when tested 3–
5 days after the acute onset of AVN (Allum et al., 1988a; Allum and
Ledin, 1999; Allum and Adkin, 2003). When tested after 3 months,
the majority of patients have symmetrical responses which have
been achieved by a reduction of the response for rotations to the
healthy side and an increase of the response for rotations to the
deficit side. This pattern is similar but less pronounced for the pitch
plane (Allum et al., 1988a). As has recently been shown for head
impulse testing (MacDougall et al., 2009) there are patients who do
not recover symmetry in VOR responses at all (Allum and Ledin,
1999) as well as patients who recover both peripheral and VOR
function completely (Herzog et al., 1997; Manzari et al., 2011). An
important point to note with AVN patients is that VOR responses
for rotations to the healthy side decrease in amplitude over time
which can only be due to a central compensation process acting to
improve response asymmetry. In contrast, VOR responses to the
deficit side increase with time. The latter improvement may result
from either central compensation or be due to the, on average
30%, peripheral recovery observed in caloric responses (Allum and
Adkin, 2003). Clearly the recovery processes will be different from
those of neurectomy of the vestibular nerve for which no periph-
eral recovery can occur by definition. The clear statements in the
literature on this point (Allum and Ledin, 1999) are often glossed
over or ignored by those studying only neurectomy patients (see
for example Curthoys, 2000). The crucial questions which we shall
attempt to answer here are firstly whether differences in recovery
rates of balance control can be observed in stance and gait tests
corresponding to the changes in VOR function of AVN patients.
Secondly whether these differing rates of balance recovery will also
be observed for neurectomy patients.

VESTIBULAR LOSS FOLLOWING NEURECTOMY
A CPAT such as a vestibular schwannoma generally grows slowly
and these patients do not experience the acute unilateral vestibular
loss syndrome of AVN patients. Instead most CPAT patients appear
to constantly compensate for the effects of the tumor so that VOR
gains for low whole body accelerations tend to be symmetrical,
if on the lower borderline of normal, prior to surgery (Allum
et al., 1988b; Beule and Allum, 2006). Depending on whether the
tumor was pressing on the vestibular nerve, or a section of the
vestibular nerve had to be removed with the tumor, VOR gains
improve post-operatively in some patients (Allum et al., 1988b)
or stay permanently impaired (Beule and Allum, 2006). Tests of
VOR function up to 3 years post-surgery in those with a neurec-
tomy show that gains for rotations to the deficit side are reduced
to 50% of normal whereas those to the healthy side are reduced
to 80% of normal (Beule and Allum, 2006). These results are in
line with results obtained with head impulse testing following
neurectomies for therapeutic reasons, for example due to inca-
pacitating Ménière’s disease (Halmagyi et al., 1990). Under these
circumstances, if there is a parallel time course for deficits in VOR

function and those of balance control for these patients, it would
be expected that CPAT patients with a neurectomy and those with
a neurectomy due to an incapacitating Ménière’s disease would
have a permanent balance control deficit.

EFFECT OF UNILATERAL PERIPHERAL VESTIBULAR DEFICIT
ON THE CONTROL OF STANCE AND GAIT
METHODS OF MEASURING BALANCE CONTROL.
Body mounted sensors can be used to quantify the displacement
of the whole body CoM, or its individual segments, during pos-
tural sway. Mounting the sensors near the body’s CoM at lumbar
segments L1-3 helps to provide a clinically oriented picture of
the effect of vestibular loss on body stability during stance and
gait. In our work we have measured combined pelvis and lower
trunk sway at L1-3 with body-worn angular velocity transducers
(Gill et al., 2001; Allum and Carpenter, 2005). These transducers
have allowed us to track improvements or lack thereof in balance
control following onset of a UPVD and compare the rates of bal-
ance improvement over time between stance and gait tasks (Allum
and Adkin, 2003; Beule and Allum, 2006). The inclusion of both
stance and gait tasks in our test battery follows recommendations
that this range of tasks should be used to quantify, loss of balance
and changes in postural stability when evaluating patients with
vestibular deficits (Borello-France et al., 1994).

ACUTE VESTIBULAR NEURITIS
As documented in Figures 2–6, the balance instability suffered
by AVN patients at onset of their deficit is considerable for both
stance tasks and gait tasks (Allum and Adkin, 2003). Stance tasks

FIGURE 2 | Original traces of pitch and roll movements of the lower

back (L1-3) recorded from a patient with an acute peripheral unilateral

vestibular neuritis (UVN) while standing eyes closed on a foam

surface. The upper traces were recorded in the acute phase (within 5 days
of loss onset), the middle traces 3 weeks later. These traces can be
compared with those labeled “normal” of a healthy subject of the same
age and gender and with those of a CPAT patient 13 months
post-operatively. Note the near fall backward after 8 s until a final loss of
balance control at 13 s in the upper traces. The recording duration of the
other traces lasted the full 20 s of the trial. Data from Allum and Adkin
(2003), Beule and Allum (2006).
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with eyes closed lead to considerable instability especially on a
foam support surface. A foam support surface reduces the effi-
cacy of ankle proprioceptive inputs and reveals the ability of the
vestibular inputs to control body sway because, with eyes closed,
visual inputs are not available (Horlings et al., 2009).

We have tested the balance control of patients who are suffer-
ing from AVN at three time points: at onset of the deficit and
then 3 weeks and 3 months later (Allum and Adkin, 2003). The 3-
weeks interval was selected based on reports that at this time point
AVN patients recover normal control of stance (Fetter et al., 1991;
Strupp et al., 1998), neurochemical changes associated with com-
pensation are complete (Li et al., 1997; Vibert et al., 1999a), and
spontaneous nystagmus has subsided (Ryu, 1993). The third test
point at 3 months coincides with the time point described above
when VOR responses to low acceleration (below 100˚/s2) whole
body rotations in the majority of patients have achieved normal
symmetry and gains (Allum et al., 1988a; Allum and Ledin, 1999).

Acute vestibular neuritis patients reduce their excessive body
sway rapidly, over the first 3 weeks after the acute onset of symp-
toms, for the vestibular dependent two-legged stance task, standing
eyes closed on foam (see Figures 2–4). Slightly less rapid improve-
ment is noted for one-legged stance tasks (Allum and Adkin, 2003).
Sway amplitudes, but not task durations, of simple gait tasks such
as walking while turning the head, or walking eyes closed reach
age-matched values of healthy controls (normal values) some 4–
9 weeks after AVN onset. Roll sway, and to a lesser extent pitch
sway, for more complex gait tasks, such as walking tandem steps
on foam, or walking up and down stairs (see Figures 5 and 6) is
not within normal limits at 3 months (Allum and Adkin, 2003).

FIGURE 3 | Pitch versus roll plots of lower trunk (L1-3) angular velocity.

The x–y plots were formed based on the pitch and roll velocities of the
traces in Figure 2. Note that although the angle excursions look similar in
all traces except the upper traces in Figure 2, the angular velocities are
very different. Velocities for the CPAT patient at 13 months post-operatively
are similar to those of the UVN patient at 3 months after acute onset. The
peak to peak measures used to compare population responses in
Figures 4–6 are indicated by the arrows on the CPAT x–y plot. An envelope
has been drawn around the x–y traces, that is the convex hull.

Longer follow-up times would be required to determine when and
if AVN patients reach normal values for these tasks.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from results shown in
Figures 4–6. Firstly, the reduction of vestibular inputs from one
ear is compensated more rapidly for stance compared to gait tasks.
This signifies that using stance tasks alone to determine recovery
from vestibular loss will provide a misleading underestimate of the
patient’s recovery. Secondly, it appears that for simple gait tasks,
patients aid their stability by performing the task more slowly,
thereby reducing their sway velocity. A similar mechanism of com-
pensation has already been noted when normal walking tasks of
the elderly were compared to those of the young (Goutier et al.,
2010). Thirdly, for those tasks that inherently involved control of
roll oscillations coupled with gaze control in planning future gait
steps, such as walking tandem steps or up and down stairs, UVN
subjects appear unable to control trunk roll oscillations within
normal limits at 3 months (we specifically request subjects to look
at their feet while walking tandem steps). The difference for these
complex gait tasks with a dependence on control of roll compared
to the mainly pitch control of simple gait tasks suggests that recov-
ery of trunk roll control is slower compared to that of trunk pitch.
This latter finding supports evidence that trunk roll and trunk
pitch motion are controlled differently by the CNS (Carpenter
et al., 2001; Grüeneberg et al., 2005) due to differing trunk biome-
chanics present in these planes especially with aging (Allum et al.,
2002), and differing use of sensory inputs control balance in these
planes (Allum et al., 2008).

FIGURE 4 | Population means (and standard errors of the means) of

peak to peak lower trunk sway angular velocities recorded while

performing the task of standing on foam with eyes closed. The subject
data is from patients with an acute unilateral vestibular neuritis (UVN),
healthy controls, and patients pre- and post-CPAT surgery. The CPAT
removal involved an eighth nerve neurectomy. The means were from 28
acute UVN subjects, 26 of these at 3 weeks, 20 at 3 months, and 26
patients pre- and 14 patients post-CPAT surgery. These subjects’ means
were compared with 100 age- and gender-matched healthy controls.
Significant differences to means of controls are marked with asterisks, and
significant changes over time with an arrow. Note the sway velocities larger
than controls for the first weeks after the acute onset of UVN. Data from
Allum et al. (2001), Allum and Adkin (2003), Beule and Allum (2006).
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FIGURE 5 | Population means (and standard errors of the means) of peak

to peak lower trunk sway angles and angular velocities of subjects with

an acute UVN, healthy controls and post-operative patients after CPAT

surgery with vestibular neurectomy while performing the task of

walking eight tandem steps on a foam support surface. For details of the
figure refer to the legend of Figure 4. Note that the angular sway of the CPAT
patient is approximately equal to that of the acute UVN patients 3 months
after onset. Data from Allum and Adkin (2003), Beule and Allum (2006).

The question arises whether the differing rates of recovery for
stance and gait tasks parallel the rates of recovery observed with
VOR function.Vestibulo-spinal (VS) andVOR neural pathways are
no longer common beyond the vestibular nuclei, even if there may
be functional relationships between the two. Thus, deficiencies
in VS pathways during gaze fixation would need to be compen-
sated for by enhanced VOR control and vice versa, suggesting that
two simultaneous, but independent, compensation processes may
well occur. For example, because both the level of spontaneous
nystagmus (Ryu, 1993; Curthoys and Halmagyi, 1995) and the
stance instability on two legs (Figures 3 and 4) improves dramati-
cally after 3 weeks it is tempting to believe that these two recovery
processes are linked. The head sway velocities recorded for stance
tasks even under difficult conditions (foam support surface and
eyes closed) generally have an amplitude less than 10˚/s (Honegger
et al., 2012), that is of the order of the level of spontaneous nystag-
mus slow phase velocity during the acute stage of the AVN (Allum
and Ledin, 1999). This level of spontaneous nystagmus presum-
ably represents the bilateral static imbalance in afferent vestibular
fibers caused by the AVN. Such an imbalance would make the
detection of the low velocity head sway deviations involved with
two-legged stance more difficult and lead to increased trunk sway.

Once the static imbalance due to UVN has been compensated
for, a dynamic imbalance will still be prevalent in the VOR causing
saturated responses for head movements toward the deficit side in

all three planes (Allum et al., 1988a; Halmagyi et al., 1990; Aw et al.,
1996, 1999; Allum and Ledin, 1999). Linking these changes to the
changes in gait stability observed in UVN patients is difficult for a
number of reasons. Even though, as shown in Figure 1, the veloc-
ities observed for head sway during gait tests are roughly equal to
the velocities that have been used to test the VOR responses with
either whole body or head impulse tests, the rates of compensation
of VOR reflexes appear to be different in different planes with ver-
tical canal VOR recovery being faster (Allum et al., 1988a). Based
on this literature, the more rapid improvement for gait tasks with
horizontal head rotation compared to those with vertical head
pitching (Allum and Adkin, 2003) is different to that expected
based on the differing rates of improvement for the VOR in these
planes (Allum et al., 1988a). If anything the discrepancy between
these findings indicates that compensation rates may be different
for the VOR and the VS system.

At 3 months after onset of a UVN, the balance control results
for gait illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 indicate a lack of com-
plete compensation. Thus the fundamental difference in recovery
processes for a UVN is the difference rates of recovery for stance
and complex gait tasks. Therefore, tests after 3 months are required
if one wishes to know if UVL patients eventually acquire normal
balance control for complex gait tasks. One can not assume that
balance control is normal just because VOR gains for left and right
head rotations have regained symmetry at this time point (Allum
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FIGURE 6 | Population means (and standard errors of the means) of

peak to peak trunk angles of subjects while performing the task of

walking up and down a set of stairs consisting two steps up and

down. The subjects are those with an acute unilateral vestibular neuritis
(UVN), healthy controls, and 14 patients pre- and post-vestibular
neurectomy for intractable Ménière’s disease (MVN). For details of the
figures see the legend to Figure 4. Note that the angle deviations remain
larger than controls for the 3-months of follow-up after the acute onset of
UVN. Also note that MVN patients do not differ from controls
pre-operatively but have larger values of trunk sway 24 months
post-operatively. Data from Allum and Adkin (2003), Vibert et al. (2011).

and Ledin, 1999; Palla and Straumann, 2004). Despite reserva-
tions mentioned above concerning asymmetry measures for HIT
(Weber et al., 2008), it may well be that remaining asymmetries
observed with UVN subjects at 3 months (Palla and Straumann,
2004) are the reason that complex gait tests with large head move-
ments would more likely drive the remaining vestibular afferents
into saturation and fail to provide adequate VS control due to a
lack of contralateral disinhibition.

Another possibility to control the imbalance in VS signals
would be to upregulate proprioceptive inputs to balance con-
trol. Although evidence has been presented that such upregulation
occurs for well compensated neurectomy patients (Peterka et al.,
2011) there is no evidence to date that such upregulation occurs
for UVN patients. Nonetheless, based on recent neurophysiolog-
ical studies on monkeys (Sadeghi et al., 2011), it can be assumed

that such upregulation occurs with UVN patients, just as has been
observed in bilateral loss subjects (Schweigart et al., 1993).

Summarizing, recovery rates for VS control of balance follow-
ing peripheral loss due to neuritis (UVN) appear to be different
for the pitch and roll planes, and different for gait and stance tests.

LACK OF RECOVERY OF BALANCE FUNCTION AFTER VESTIBULAR
NEURECTOMY
As may be suspected from the lack of VOR recovery following
neurectomy (Halmagyi et al., 1990; Aw et al., 1996), a similar situa-
tion occurs with the control of balance via vestibulo-spinal reflexes
(VSR). The main difference we will present here concerns the effect
of the pre-existing vestibular deficit prior to the neurectomy on
balance control.

For example, patients with a chronic UPVD due to a slow
growing CPAT may never experience acute balance problems but
will nevertheless be unstable when standing (see Figure 4, pre-
operative values). In contrast, those that have intractable Ménière’s
disease tend to have normal stance and gait prior to neurectomy
(see Figure 6). Post-operatively in both cases, however, the balance
deficit is long lasting – far longer lasting than the typical 3 months
of neuritis patients. Figures 4–6 show that for gait tests, the bal-
ance deficit is worse than that of neuritis patients. Solely for stance
tests does it appear that balance is never as unstable as in the acute
stage of neuritis. Interestingly, as Figures 1–3 show, the peak to
peak sway angle excursions during stance of neurectomy may not
be radically different from those of healthy controls. However, as
shown in Figure 2, the control of sway velocity is much worse.

In conclusion, recovery of balance control after a UPVD is
highly dependent on the remaining peripheral vestibular func-
tion. If some peripheral function remains or even improves post
deficit onset then, with the aid of central compensation, a restora-
tion of balance control for stance and simple gait tests can be
expected. Without some remaining peripheral function on the
lesion side, balance control is not restored to normal. How much
of the recovery, when some peripheral function remains, is depen-
dent on restored peripheral function versus central compensation
is an issue to be explored in future investigations. However, to
explore this issue, velocity profiles of VOR tests used to define the
peripheral deficit will need to match head velocity profiles during
natural movements of stance and gait.
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